
Dear Jin, 4/15/85 

Once again you've not keptyour word and once again it means problems for me. I'd 
not be surprised if you didn't forget it as soon as you promised. 

Several moths ago I suggested filing for some open—and—shut things, two with a 
third as possible depending on your judgement of it at the time of filing, and you not 
only liked the idea and lau:zhed but assured me several times that nothing would keep 
you fron it. Later we discussed this once by phone and you were still not certain 
about the third thing, Oswald—Mexico. 

The other two are Nosenko and the Dallas police broadcasts, both firmly 
fixed in writing both ways, of which you have copies. Both long overdue. 

Not until after getting your assurances did I write Huff the letter I outlined 
to you and you liked. If he did not comply by my birthday, April 8, i'd file suit, 
including against him for failing to perform official duties, 

From the time he got my letter to noe I've not received anything from him, 
not even what he said had been located months and months agoe 

So, I have no choice but to file myself, and I think I will in Seltimore. I'd 
like you please to tell me what I need to kmow, what the filing fees are, what copies 
f have to send to the clerk, etc. I prsume one to the USA there, 

I've still heard nothing from Lynch. He promised to send me what the appeals 
court sent him instead of me but didn't and then didn't when I reminded hin by mail 
and he's not responded in any way to the several letters that were not merely to 
inform him but asked questions, I think yuestions the lawyer ought anticipate are 
in the client's mind in any event. 

I do not remember as much fear on the part of lawyers in even the McCarthy 
era. It bodes ill for the lawyers as well as for their clinets and causes and it 
does the work of reaction for reaction. 

fou've also Borgotten to send the copie: of the records we discussed and you 
had with you when Dave was here. Beloti was only sowe of them. 

Best 

!


